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Abstract

Indentation testing of a brittle material using a
notionally `sharp' indenter may reveal several
important physical properties, including fracture
toughness, surface ®nish information and the resi-
dual stress state. In the case of shallow cone inden-
ters, the contact and fracture mechanics is well
de®ned and closed-form solutions exist in elasticity
theory. However, no real indenter is atomically
sharp, and the scope of the present article is to
quantify how a ®nite apex radius may modify the
stress state induced by a conical indenter. In parti-
cular, implications for the load-displacement rela-
tion, occurrence of yielding and maximum contact
pressure induced are found. A brief discussion of the
in¯uence of edge radius on the ¯at-ended indenter,
once used to induce Hertzian type ring cracks, is also
included, as this may be treated by a similar proce-
dure. # 1998 Elsevier Science Limited. All rights
reserved
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1 Introduction

Indentation testing of brittle or semi-brittle mate-
rials, such as ceramics or glasses, provides the
potential to measure important surface character-
istics such as fracture toughness, characteristic ¯aw
size distributions, or residual stress states. What is
revealed depends partly on what is assumed, but
the choice of test geometry is particularly impor-
tant, and the ®rst decision is to use a `sharp' or a
`blunt' indenter. In the ®rst category (sharp inden-
ters), are a Vickers pyramid, a Berkovtich pyramid,
or a conical indenter. This group has the important

property that a limited amount of plasticity is pro-
voked at the vertex of the indenter, which produces
a tensile residual stress ®eld in the unloading phase,
promoting crack extension. The non-axisymmetric
con®gurations are by far the most commonly used,
and the indenter shape is also too remote from the
elastic half-space for this idealization to be used in
a model. The corresponding analysis of the inden-
tation itself and any subsequent fracture process
cannot be more than approximate1 or numerical:
at best, only an extremely intensive FE numerical
analysis can model a 3D elasto-plastic contact.2,3 A
much more detailed analysis is, however, possible
for the case of a axisymmetric sharp but shallow,
conical indenter.4 The subsequent crack problem
can also been studied, with the hypothesis that the
crack itself does not modify signi®cantly the con-
tact problem: for generally curved 3-D cracks,
particularly those originating from small defects in
the material, the eigenstrain method is appropriate
see Refs 5 and 6, Chapters 6 and 7). Analysis using
this approach has been conducted on Hertzian
cracking.7±9 Generally a surface ¯aw will `run
around' to form a shallow ring crack before pro-
pagating inwards into the material.9 If a ring or
cone crack forms, further advantage may be taken
of the axisymmetry of the crack problem, by
employing ring dislocations (see Ref. 6, chapter 5).
In the present article we give the stress state

induced by a conical indenter, in the case where the
apex of the indenter is in the form of a spherical
cap [Fig. 1(a)], which may be thought of as an
idealization of the blunting of a true cone.10 It is
worth remarking that, as the load is increased, the
contact problem will start o� as a Hertzian con®g-
uration, will move through a transition state in
which both the tip radius and the conical indenter
surface play key roÃ les, and ®nally asymptotically
tend towards the solution for a true conical inden-
ter. It follows that, at light loads, the stress state
induced will be Hertzian, and, unless the material is
exceptionally soft, in which case the use of an
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elasticity formulation is inappropriate, the stress
state will be entirely elastic, and given by HuÈ ber11

(see Ref. 12, Section 7.2). The pressure singularity
will, of course, be suppressed, and we would expect
that there will be a gradual, smooth transition to
the mixed-geometry problem, as the contact disk
moves onto the straight part of the indenter pro®le.
It is worth remarking that in indentation tests on
brittle materials, there are two key parameters to
consider; the ®rst is the maximum tension in the
surface, as this is the quantity which is responsible
for starting and propelling surface defects, and it is
known that the maximum value of �rr occurs at the
edge of the contact disk. Further, from a theorem
due to Way,13 it is known that the surface stress
state exterior to an axisymmetric frictionless con-
tact is independent of the actually pressure distribu-
tion. Thus, the underlying surface tension does not
depend on the exact pro®le of the indenter. The
second e�ect is the presence of any plasticity, and
the way in which it develops. Although the tests to
which we wish to apply these results are essentially
elastic, it is known and accepted that, for sharp
indenters, the presence of localised plasticity, nor-
mally at the indenter apex, and occurring during the
loading phase, produces residual stresses which are
tensile in character, and which are of great impor-
tance in propelling cracks as the load is removed.
The external angle of the cone is a particularly

important variable: if it is small enough for the

plasticity induced at the vertex to be negligible (in
the limiting case, a ¯at punch results), the surface
stress state induces Hertzian cracking. The elastic
solution usually adopted for a shallow, sharp,
conical or ¯at indenter (that due to Sneddon,14 in
the case of the shallow sharp cone, and that due to
Boussinesq (see, e.g. Ref. 15 for the ¯at rigid
indenter) predict singularities in the stress ®eld
(logarithmic, or inverse square root, respectively),
and the presence of plastic ¯ow seems inevitable.
However, when a blunted cone is considered, it is
apparent that plastic ¯ow may not occur and
Hertzian cracking may be prevalent.

2 Formulation

The problem will be formulated as two contacting
half-spaces (Fig. 1), which may, in general, be of
di�erent elastic properties but it will be assumed
that no interfacial shearing tractions arise, so that
the interface must either be lubricated, or the fol-
lowing relation must hold:

1ÿ 2�1
�1

� 1ÿ 2�2
�2

�1�

where �i is the modulus of rigidity and �i Poisson's
ratio of body i. The use of the half-space formulation
is justi®able, providing that the external cone angle is
small, and the use of small-strain elasticity theory is
acceptable providing that the indentation depth is
small compared with the radius of the contact disk.
Well-established techniques for the solution of

integral equations for elastic half-spaces can be
used.12,16,17 The governing integral equation and
the main results of the contact problem for this
geometry are reported in Ref. 10 which gives the
pressure distribution p r� � over the contact area S,
of radius a, and in this paper we will con®ne our-
selves to a summary of the main results relevant to
indentation testing.

2.1 Conical punch
In the case of the conical punch, [Fig. 1(a)], the
geometry is de®ned by

z r� � �
�
2b r

2; � � r � b;
�rÿ �

2 b; b � r � a

�
�2�

where � is the external angle of the cone. As this
must be small � ' tan �. Note, then, that
�=b � k � 1=Rc. We assume that the load is su�-
ciently heavy for the contact disk to envelope the
spherical cap, i:e: a > b. For this problem it is
simplest to start with an evaluation of the contact
law, which gives10

Fig. 1. Geometry of the indentation problem: (a) conical
punch; (b) ¯at punch.
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AP

4�
� b2

6 cos3 '0

�
4� 3'0 cos'0

ÿ 3 sin'0 ÿ sin3 '0
� �3�

where cos '0 � b
a, and A as the `composite com-

pliance' of the bodies, de®ned by

A � 1ÿ �1
�1

� 1ÿ �2
�2

�4�

The approach, �n, is obtained10 as

�n � b�

cos2 '0
1ÿ sin'0 � '0 cos '0� � �5�

Finally, the non-dimensionalized pressure distribu-
tion is given in quadrature in Ref. 10 but is not
reported here. The requirement that a > b corre-
sponds to a minimum load of

AP

�
� 8

3
b2 �6�

Notice that for '0 ' 0, ®rst order approximations
for the load and approach are given by

AP

�
� 8b2

3
1ÿ '

3
0

4

� �
;�n � b� �7�

Fig. 2 shows the pressure distribution for
b=a � 0; 0:2; . . . ; 1. It may be appreciated that, as
b=a! 0 the maximum pressure (at the contact
centre r � 0) becomes increasingly high; indeed, it
grows logarithmically, in the form10

pmax

pm
� 6 cos'0

4� 3'0 cos '0 ÿ 3 sin'0 ÿ sin3 '0	 '0� �
�8�

where*

	 '0� � � sec '0 � '0 ÿ tan '0 � 1

2
�'0
0

' tan'd'

�9�

and pmax

pm
, the ratio of maximum to mean contact

pressure, is plotted in Fig. 3. It may be noted
that the maximum pressure is just double the
Hertzian value (pmax

pm
� 1�5� for an indenter such that

b=a approx 0.2.

2.2 Flat punch
We will deal brie¯y with the problem of indenta-
tion by a ¯at-ended punch, having a small radius,
Rc, present around the outer edge, [Fig. 1(b)]. This
type of indenter was used by Roesler18 to induce
`Hertzian' type cone cracking, although the in¯u-
ence of the precise geometry of the indenter was
not addressed in the original paper. However, the
technique described here is appropriate for analyz-
ing this geometry, providing the contact does not
extend into the rounded part far enough for the
elastic half-space idealization to be called into
question; the results are included here as they also
provide an example of a singular pressure dis-
tribution being replaced by a smooth, bounded
one, because of the removal of a sharp corner.
In this case, the pro®le of the geometry is descri-

bed simply by

z r� � � �; 04r4b
k
2 rÿ b� �2; b4r4a

� �
�10�

Fig. 2. Pressure distribution p 4
a

ÿ �
=pm for a conical indenter

with rounded apex: (b=a � 0�0; 0�2; . . . 1). Bold lines corre-
spond to the limiting cases: a sharp conical punch when

b=a � 0 and Hertzian when b=a � 1.

The remaining integral cannot be found in closed form, and can

be given in series19�
x tan xdx � P1

k�1
ÿ1� �k�122k 2kÿ1� �

2k 2k� �! B2kx
2k

where Bo � 0 and Bk �
Pk
n�0

k
n

ÿ �
Bn

Fig. 3. Maximum pressure pmax=pm for a conical indenter with
rounded apex, as a function of b=a.
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where k is the curvature of the rounded part, i.e.
k � 1

Rc
, see [Fig. 1(b)]. The contact load P is given

by10

P � 2kb3

3A

3 sin'0 � sin3 '0 ÿ 3'0 cos '0
cos3 '0

�11�

and the auxiliary angle '0 is again given by
cos'0 � b

a. The approach �n, is obtained as

�n � kb2
tan'0 ÿ '0

cos'0
�12�

Finally, the pressure distribution is given in quad-
rature in Ref. 10 Here the explicit solution is not
reported, but the pressure distribution for several
values of the ratio b=a is plotted in Fig. 4. The
maximum pressure is not achieved at a ®xed point,
so no simpli®ed expression is possible, as was the
case of the rounded conical indenter.
Figure 5 shows simultaneously the variation of

the non-dimensional load APRc

a3
, and non-dimen-

sional remote approach Rc�n
a2

, with b=a; for the two
types of indenter. The results for a conical indenter
are the ascending lines and those for the ¯at
indenter are the descending lines. Note that the
Hertzian value corresponds to b=a � 0 and
b=a � 1, for the ¯at and conical case, respectively.

3 Stress Field Induced

An explicit calculation of the interior stress ®eld is
described here using a direct method, which gives
rise to a rapidly convergent numerical integration*
The technique appeals directly to potential theory
(see Ref. 20, for further details). It may be shown

that the stress and displacement ®elds can be
obtained by de®ning an harmonic potential, N;
which is related to the stress ®eld by

�xx ÿNxx ÿ 2�Nyy ÿ zNxxz �13�

�yy � ÿNyy ÿ 2�Nxx ÿ zNyyz �14�

�zz � ÿNzz ÿ zNzzz �15�

�xy � ÿ 1ÿ 2�� �Nxy ÿ zNxyz �16�

�yz � ÿzNyzz �17�

�zx � ÿzNxzz �18�

where the subscripts indicate derivatives. The
potential N itself is de®ned in Refs. 10 and 12 from
the `stress ®eld' function g t� � which is a real func-
tion of t, obtainable from either the pressure or the
undeformed surface pro®le as (Ref. 12, eqns (6.11
and 7.23))

g t� � � 2

�

d

dt

�a
t

rp r� �dr��������������
r2 ÿ t2
p � 2

�A

d2

dt2

�t
0

rz r� �dr��������������
t2 ÿ r2
p �19�

but here the second option will be used as it is
more convenient. Once g t� � is known, it is rela-
tively straightforward to compute the entire stress
®eld. Details of the potentials needed and their
derivatives for the determination of the stress ®eld
from eqns (13±15) are given in Refs 12 and 21, and
also in Ref. 10
For the rounded conical indenter, using (19) and

(2), when the contact disk extends onto the conical
frustum, we get

g
ÿ
t
� � 2�

�Ab

�
2tÿ 2

��������������
t2 ÿ b2
p

� b arccos
b

t

�
; t > b

�20�

Fig. 4. Pressure distribution p r
a

ÿ �
=pm for a ¯at indenter with

rounded corners: (b=a � 0�0; 0�2; . . . 1). Bold lines correspond
to the limiting cases: a Hertzian punch when b=a � 0 and a

rigid, sharp, ¯at punch when b=a � 1.

Fig. 5. Non-dimensional load APRc

a3
(bold line) and non-

dimensional approach Rcan
a2

, for a conical indenter (ascending
lines) or ¯at indenter (descending lines) as a function of b=a.

*Except for the region of the surface contact disk, where
numerical care is required because of the nearly singular or
singular integrals to be computed.
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whereas if the contact is entirely within the sphe-
rical cap, we recover Hertz' solution, which, in
terms of the variables currently being used, is

g t� � � �

�Ab
t; t < b �21�

Note, too, that this solution may be recovered by
taking the limit as b! a, whereupon we re-obtain
the result in the form g t� � � 4�

�A
t
a

ÿ �
. Lastly, by tak-

ing the opposite limit, i.e. b! 0, or, in other
words, making the tip radius vanishingly small, we
obtain the conical punch value g t� � ÿ h t� �

f � �
A.

Turning, now, to the ¯at indenter with radiused
edge, when the contact extends into the rounded
region (as it will for any ®nite load and non-zero
radius) we obtain from (19)

g t� � 2k
�A

2
��������������
t2 ÿ b2
p

ÿ b arccos
b

t

� �
; t > b �22�

If the edge radius is reduced to zero the result for a
¯at-ended punch is recovered, i.e.

t� � � 0; t < b

For completeness, we note that in the limit as
b! 0, we again re-obtain the Hertzian value
g t� � � 4k

�A t

4 Implications for Indentation Testing

We begin by re-iterating a remark made in the
introduction; that surface defects are initially pro-
pelled by the most positive principal stress lying in
the surface, which, for frictionless axi-symmetric
indenters lies at the edge of contact r � a, and is in
the rÿdirection. The theorem due to Way13 dic-
tates that the stress on the surface is the same for
all indenter pro®les, and is given by

�rr
pm
� 1ÿ 2�

2

a

r

� �2
; r > a �23�

so that the maximum value, at r � a; lies between
0, for an incompressible material (� � 1=2�; and
1=2 for a material showing no Poisson e�ect
(� � 0). Hence, the tendency to start a small sur-
face crack growing does not depend on the pro®le,
itself. However, it should be recognized that the
variation of contact radius, a, with applied load
di�ers from pro®le to pro®le, so that this does not
imply that the maximum tension will be the same
for a given applied contact force.
Further, the interior stress ®eld does depend on

the pro®le, and limited results are displayed for the

blunt conical indenter in Fig. 6[(a) for Poisson's
ratio equal to 0 (b) for Poisson's ratio equal to
0�3]. The di�erence in the radial component of the
stress ®eld (which gives a clear indication of the
state of a�airs for radial cracking mode) depends
strongly on pro®le only in the region
0 � z=a � 0�4, and the variation is never particu-
larly great. For the case of a rounded ¯at indenter
the variation is more signi®cant, and is given in
Fig. 7 The limiting case of a perfectly square edged
indenter predicts an in®nitely high concentration of
compression at the edges.

4.1 Yielding
We will now turn our attention to the question of
yielding. Even for a nominally elastic contact, the
question of yielding is important for two reasons;
®rst, because we wish to investigate whether plastic
¯ow will precede the fracture process, with the pos-
sibilities of re-distribution of both internal stress ®eld
and, indeed, contact pressure, and secondly, because
tensile residual stresses are important in propelling
cracks initiated during the unloading phase.

Fig. 6. Radial stress distribution subsurface for conical
indenter: (a) � � 0�0; �b� � � 0�3
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Figure 8 includes a plot of the normalized elastic
limit P= a2k

ÿ �
, where k is the yield strength in pure

shear, as a function of the ratio b=a. For the
radiused cone, the strength is always lower com-
pared than the Hertz limiting case, as expected, as
the pressure distribution is localized near the centre
of the contact. The elastic limit in the sharp cone
case is theoretically zero, unless � � 0�5.22
Turning to the case of ¯at indenter, we have

remarked that the radial stress ®eld induced is very
sensitive, subsurface, to the actual value of b=a,
and for nearly sharp indenters the tensile ®eld has
very steep gradients which render it less attractive
in many respects. Figure 9 shows that varying
�b=a� causes the strength of the contact ®rst to
increase with respect to the Hertzian case, then to
decrease very slowly. According to von Mises' yield
criterion, the strength is in fact higher than the

Hertzian case over the approximate range
0 < b=a < 0�8 for all Poisson's ratio values.

5 Conclusions

A well-de®ned stress state is found for a conical
punch with rounded tip, even for small tip radii,
and the implications for indentation testing are
discussed. It is found that the radial tensile ®eld,
promoting initiation and propulsion of surface
cracks, is very insensitive to the sharpness of the
cone Ð indeed it is completely insensitive on the
surface. Further, the onset of yielding is predicted
at the apex only for very small radius. This indi-
cates that, providing the cone is not too sharp,
plastic deformation can be neglected, and the
indenter can be considered a good tool for indu-
cing a well-de®ned, appropriate tensile regime.
Finally, concerning the ¯at indenter case, the geo-
metry is resistant to yielding, unless the corner is
particularly sharp (b=a > 0�8). However there is no
particular advantage in using this geometry, as the
tensile ®eld is less well-behaved in the region close
to the punch edge, so that initiation of cracks and
interpretation of results will not be particularly
easy.
A complete set of practical diagrams has been

given for design of indentation testing experiments
has been provided.
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